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Why is Africa So Far Behind?
Riding a 6:30AM express train from Lincoln to London, England a few 

years ago, arrayed on every side were businessmen engrossed in laptop 
spreadsheets or the financial pages. I was on a circuitous route home from 
Kampala, Uganda. The developed world is pulling ahead of developing Africa, 
just as those Brits started the work day two hours ahead of businessmen in 
Kampala. On a few bewildering occasions, Africans have asked me why their 
continent was so far behind America.  

Jered Diamond, in his Pulitzer Prize winning Guns, germs and steel: “The fates 
of human societies,” shows that the conquest of Africans by Eurasians was the 
trajectory destined by factors of geography and biodiversity. 

Growing crops, instead of gathering plants and hunting, allowed for between 10 
and 100 times the population to an acre of land. “That strength of brute num-
bers was the first of many military advantages that food-producing tribes 
gained over hunter-gatherer tribes.” Having domesticated animals also fosters 
higher population densities. Eurasians had horses, sheep, goats and cattle, 
while no such beasts were available in Africa. Even after the introduction of the 
horse and cow in northern Africa, the tsetse fly prevented the introduction of 
these and other species into southern Africa, until significantly later. Population 
density is roughly correlated to specialization within larger societies (the chief-
dom and state). As groups turned from hunting-gathering to tending crops, and 
from subsistence to food storage, other classes besides farmers and herders 
were able to emerge, such as administrators, police, metal workers, and sol-
diers. Typically, less-organized societies are no match for complex societies, 
due to the technological and soldier classes of the latter. Over long periods of 
time and with the cross-fertilization of ideas and inventions that came with the 
introduction of a multitude of states, society became increasingly complex. The 
Eurasian populaces also became gradually more immune to germs, such as 
measles, tuberculosis, smallpox and flu that were introduced through livestock 
domestication. Populations that came into contact with Eurasians in warfare, 
however, did not have such an acquired immunity. Half the Aztecs fighting Cor-
tez died of smallpox.1 

Just as in their encounter with Native Americans, Europeans entering 
Africa enjoyed the triple advantage of guns and other technology, wide-
spread literacy, and the political organization necessary to sustain ex-
pensive programs of explorations and conquest.
           As we have discussed, all three arose historically from the de-
velopment of food production. But food production was delayed in sub-
Saharan Africa (compared with Eurasia) by Africa’s paucity of domesti-
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cable native animal and plant species, its much smaller area suit-
able for indigenous food production, and its north-south axis, 
which retarded the spread of food production and inventions
          First, as regards domestic animals, we’ve already seen 
that those of sub-Saharan Africa came from Eurasia, with the 
possible exception of a few from North Africa. As a result, domes-
tic animals did not reach sub-Saharan Africa until thousands of 
years after they began to be utilized by emerging Eurasian civili-
zations. 2

The same magnitude of delay is true, according to Diamond, of plant do-
mestication. Because Africa is on a north-south axis, plant and animal 
varieties could not be grown in nearly as large a range, as they were in 
Eurasia, which extended thousands of miles in the same latitudes. This axis also impeded the spread of liter-
acy. 

[I]n short, plant and animal domestication meant much more food and hence much denser human 
populations. The resulting food surpluses, and (in some areas) the animal-based means of transport-
ing those surpluses, were a prerequisite for the development of settled, politically centralized, socially 
stratified, economically complex, technologically innovative societies. Hence the availability of domes-
tic plants and animals ultimately explains why empires, literacy, and steel weapons developed earliest 
in Eurasia and later, or not at all, on other continents.3

In the meantime, medieval Celtic monks and scholars preserved for European nations some of the accumu-
lated knowledge of Greece, Rome and the Arab world that is only now widely available to Africa through the 
Internet.4 Christianity also provided the rationale for scientific study, which is lacking in tribal cultures. A ra-
tional Creator designed a rational world, whose laws would yield to sufficient examination.5 

In conjunction with the unequal social/military conflicts that led eventually to colonization that did not end until 
the 1990s, came the exportation of slaves from the African continent to the New World and Eurasia. An esti-
mated 10-50 million West Africans and another 1.2-3 million East Africans6-- the strongest among them--were 
sold away from their families and tribes to the enrichment of other nations. Africans were complicit in this 
trade to gain rum, cookware, cattle and seed from Arab and European slavers.7 Who knows what statesmen, 
inventors and businessmen were shipped away to salt ponds, sugar cane and cotton fields? 

Western colonialism did provide infrastructure—roads, communications and public utilities, as well as tribal 
peace within defined borders. It brought health care, bringing longer life, but without economies that could 
sustain a rapidly growing population, while in the West expanding population brought economic expansion.8

After independence beginning in the 1960s, many Africans came to understand that they had one vote, one 
person, one time. Often white kleptocrats (those governing for personal benefit) were exchanged for African 
kleptocrats. The French colonies were culturally colonized, while the British colonies were economically colo-
nized, but neither prepared Africans adequately for the transition to independence. Downtown Kampala 
gradually came to have only one functioning street light in the 1990s, and its passenger trains, as in Kenya, 
became rusting beasts. Zaire went from 31,000 of paved roads in 1960 to 3,700 miles in 1980. African lead-
ers began experimenting with governance ideologies and dictatorial styles. Mobutu Sese Seko, President of 

Zaire from 1965-1997, hoarded three billion dollars in private bank 
accounts and had eleven palaces. Jean-Bedel Bokassa of the 
Central African Republic spent 20 million dollars for his coronation 
as Emperor, while his country had only 176 miles of paved roads. 
Yoweri Museveni and Jomo Kenyatta are exceptions to rapacious 
rule.9
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Diamond also notes that “peace, political stability, and well-justified confidence in their 
own future” encouraged Japanese Tokugawa shoguns to make long-term investments 
in their countries, while Mayan kings and presidents of Haiti and Rwanda could not ex-
pect that their sons would succeed them or even that they themselves would complete 
their terms of office.10  Sixty percent of the 50 poorest nations had “civil conflict” during 
1990-2001.11 In 2002 there were sixteen military conflicts in Africa, while in 2005 there 
were just five, which is hopeful.12 The “rule of law” has the greatest “explanatory power 
for economic growth and investment” among all current predictors of economic 
growth.13  African wars are inimical to law enforcement and economic development.

HIV/AIDS has been almost as catastrophic as slavery in Africa. According to the World 
Bank, about 24.5 million Africans were HIV positive at the end of 2005, which is 64% 
of the earth’s total, while another 22.9 million Africans have died of AIDS. Twelve million 
AIDS orphans aged 0-17 live in Africa, 79% of the total population.14 This costs 24 Afri-
can countries between .5% and 1.2% of per capita economic growth per year, as part of the tragedy.15 I’ve 
walked through a remote Ugandan village uncharacteristically silent, littered with AIDS graves. 

What can we do? My answer is to assist church leaders in Africa to evangelize and disciple Africans, as well 
as to help them with development projects. Today the biggest problems facing Africa are moral (true of most 
nations). Corruption disqualifies Uganda and Kenya from hundreds of millions in US aid.16 Governments are 
led by individuals. If African men, in particular, obeyed biblical morality, AIDS would not be the African pan-
demic. If Africans followed the book of Proverbs, they would produce more and save for the future, instead of 
trying to get a $100 loan from a development organization charging 25-35% interest, or from an informal loan 
shark. The Japanese modernized in about 30 years and forced their people to save.17 Today savings ratios in 
the “Tiger” countries of Pacific Asia are around 40 percent.18  Women would not need to be empowered in the 
market place, because their men would provide. Crime would decline, and money for security could be in-
vested in research and production. Security guards outnumber police by almost three to one in South Af-
rica.19 In South America, by analogy, crime has cost an estimated loss of 3.2 to 8.4 percent of gross domestic 
product.20 The Tentmaker Project (www.tentmakerproject.org) offers interest-free, church-based micro-
development loans to those attending local Ugandan churches. African Americans have an annual buying 
power in excess of 680 billion dollars by which to help.21

Why should Africa be the burden of both black and white? For a Christian, whatever is done “for the least of 
these brothers,” is done for Christ (Matt. 25:40, NIV). Half of Africa’s 700 millions earn less than $1.00 per 
day.22  Funneling funds through born-again church leaders of excellent character has the best chance of 
reaching the truly needy. Long and short-term missionaries can identify these partners. 

A single wealthy US church has done this, working with Africans and missionaries: built a Christian secon-
dary school, provided funding for three Sudanese elementary schools, planted a viable Ugandan church, and 
provided a 10-acre campus for a new African seminary with accredited masters-level training. She provided 
$10,000 for famine relief and water development last year in northeast Kenya, and provided $10,000 for the 

African Bible Commentary. She provides scholarships for 6 
Sudanese students to obtain a 3-year theological education, 
and is providing a 5-ton all-terrain vehicle for development of 
churches in southern Sudan. An African American nurse who 
visited Kenya with us has since raised several thousand dol-
lars for mobile pediatric health clinics. What could thousands 
of American, Asian, South American, and European churches 
and individuals do to help Africans, who wonder why they are 
still so far behind? Contact us for suggestions.   Jim Sutherland

1 Guns, germs and steel:”The fates of human societies, Jared Diamond, 1999,
                ISBN:0393317552, pp. 88, 400, 284-5, 90, 207-210.
2  Guns, p. 398.
3  Guns, p. 92
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 Please continue to 
pray for an African 
American assistant 
Director, who will be 
able to raise his fi-
nancial support. 

 Please also pray for 
a research intern. 
Students at 2 col-
leges are looking at 
our offering.

 For open doors to 
teach in the black 
community.

 For protection from 
spiritual attack upon 
Judi and Jim.

 We’ve found a care-
giver for overnight 
for Judi’s Mom.

 Son Ethan and 
Stephanie!

 Arrangements are coming 
along well for trips to Su-
dan and India in 2007. 
Please pray that God will 
call out the Teams that 
He would like us to field.

 Inner-city needs: long-
term jobs for several young 
men; for deliverance for many 
with various addictions; for a 
new start for a young woman. 
Also a retiree needs dentures.

 For volunteers for inner-city 
ministry

 Thanks for praying for a 
new webmaster—Nate. 
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www.rmni.org/shortterm/home.asp
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An African American Missions Strategy Seminar is scheduled for January 19-20 at Columbia Biblical Semi-
nary & School of Missions.  We’ve not had a strategic meeting of African American mobilizers and mission or-
ganizations at this level for about 4 years. A manifesto of African American Global Missions will be presented 
for consideration. RMNi will have a workshop on recruitment. See www.ciu.edu/missionsstrategy  for registra-
tion information. Call 1-800-777-2227 for more information. Pastors and others interested, please come!


